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Uncle Sam tightens grip
By MIKE HAMILTON
stiff Writer
For those veterans who have been
ripping off the government, beware; new
regulations are clamping down on those
who enroll in classes and never attend.
Recent changes in VA regulations
require the college to set standards of
progress and submit these standards to
the stale approving agency. Additional
records must be maintained by the
school to include a final grade
Veterans must maintain a GPA that
meets the minimum requirements of the
university catalog. According to the
Office of Veterans Affairs, this does not
necessarily mean that if an individual
falls below the minimum GPA he will be
dropped from school. With a recommendation from the admission council
the vet has two alternatives, a second
opportunity or a learning lab.
Twelve hours is considered full time
for veterans. The new regulations state
that a vet must finish 75 per cent of hours
attempted based on twelve. If a veteran
falls below the twelve hour full lime load
he should let the Veterans Affairs office

know immediately. If this person fails to
do so they could be held responsible for
the overpayment going back to the
beginning of the semester.
Bob Thompson, coordinator for
Veterans Affairs said, "the school must
report if the veterans are not making
satisfactory progress. Eastern must also
report any withdrawals or drop adds."
The regulations require the schools
to keep written records of previous
education and indicate the vet has
received credit for prior training. "This
is all done to protect the veteran and to
make sure they get credit for everything
they are entitled to," said Thompson.
In a memo sent out to all faculty
members from the Office of Academic
Affairs it was stated that, "The Institution must have the capability of
providing the Veterans Administration
with the last date of class attendance for
a veteran who is enrolled. This means
that each professor must maintain an
accurate attendance record for students
enrolled and be in the position to provide
the last date of attendance, for a veteran
if requested. The institution may be held

financially liable for an overpayment to a
veteran who has ceased to attend classes
and has not officially withdrawn.
The institution must report promptly
when the veteran is not making
satisfactory progress because of lack of
attendance. Again, the University may
be held financially liable for any overpayments that may result for lack of
reporting the name of a veteran who has,
in effect, failed the course, even before
the semester is concluded, for lack of
attendance."
A VA spokesman said, during the 1975
fiscal year more than 17 million persons
were trained under the GI BUI, and
projections point to more than three
million this year. With more regulation*
and more veterans it is going to be hard
to interpret the new laws, hopefully
things will be cleared up in a meeting in
Washington later this month, said
Thompson.
He went on to say, if a vet
drops school the most important thing is
to go through the proper channels". If a
veteran has any questions about the GI
benefits he should contact the Veterans
Affairs Office in room 212 of the Coatee
Administration Building.
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Excellence in teaching
Best instructors to be recognized
BY JACKIE MOTON
Maaaglag Editor
Seven possible names will be chosen
from s ballot of almost 022 as students,
faculty, and alumni commend a number
of teachers with an "Excellence' in
Teaching award".
One instructor from each college will
be honored in the end result of two
months of computing ballots end letters
of recommendations from the three
segments.
Faculty members have
finished their balloting, alumni ballots
are being received through the mail, and
student voting will be held from January
XI toX.
Although award Is s first for the
University, it is not an uncommon form
of recognition at other universities such
as the University of Kentucky. The
difference lies with the people permitted to vote—at UK only faculty
members are involved in the selection;
here input from the students, fsculty and
alumni is requested.
Initiated approximately two years ago

by the Faculty Senate, the ides of giving
an excellence award was simply "to
determine who is best in teaching," said
Dr. Marijo LeVan, coordinator of the
project. The objective for allowing all
three groups to contribute to the process,
said LeVan, Is to achieve the broadest
possible input in order to make the
selections as fair as possible.
Every student, fsculty and alumni of
the last four years, may make one
nomination from the ballot consisting of
all faculty members. The voting is by
secret'ballot.
An additional letter of recommendation for their candidate may be
written by the nominator. It must be
signed, sent to Box Ml, Campus, and
must have "letter of recommendation"
written on the envelope for confidential
purposes.
The letters will only be
disclosed to s five-person committee
consisting of alumni chosen at random.
The committee will be the only ones to
see the ballet results other than LeVan,
and are solely responsible for deciding if

Senate may join SGAK;
lists spring vacancies
BY DIANA J.TAYLOR
Eeater
Student Senate action was limited
Tuesday night after a motion by Mike
Duggins that the meeting be dismissed
early enough to allow everyone time to
attend the concert.
The group did approve a referendum to
be placed on the spring election ballot
asking the student body its approval of
joining the Student Government
Associstion of Kentucky (SGAK).
The body was also given notification
that they now have a liaison person to
attend and report on faculty senate
meetings.

Duggins said spring vacancy elections
will be held either Jan. » or Feb. 5.
Thirteen vacancies exist st the present,
Duggins said, but more may arise before
the election.
A breakdown of the colleges needing
senators looks like this: Allied Health
and Nursing—one; Arts and Sciencesfive; Business—one; Education—two;
Applied Arts and Technology—four.
In final action of the 20-minute
meeting, Hal Murray recommended
President Murphy present a report on his
intended actions and objectives for the
semester.

sn award will be given in the college (an
award does not have to be given in every
college). The committee also decides to
whom the award is given based on total
input.
According to LeVan, the deciding point
will probably come down to the letters.
"They (the letters) may carry a lot of
weight if there is close balloting," she
said.
The student nominating list will face an
additional screening committee before it
will be submitted to the five-person
committee. Consisting of honor society
students, the screening committee's
purpose Is to make the nominations more
complete.
LeVan explained that a professor who
teaches only upperclass courses and has
never had any exposure to freshmen or
sophomores would not have an equal
opportunity to be nominated as a teacher
who has taught freshmen and
sophomores snd has s likely chance of
(See EXCELLENCE, page ten)

periscope
If you fed guilty when you
say no. like many persons do, s
little sssertiveness training
might help.
Wilma Reed,
feature editor, has a story on
some upcoming sessions on
page 10.
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Off to class we go
In spite of icy winds chilling them to the bone and
slippery walks that caused a few spills, these
coeds trudge dutifully to class during the recent

snowstorm that brought about three inches of
white stuff for the first day of classes.

Comittee considers feasibility
of shutting down Mattox Hall

Decision on dorm closing near
By MICHAEL B. PAYNTER
News Editor
The fate of some ISO or so persons
hangs in the balance this week as the
University's special committee on
housing has yet to reach a decision on the
possible closing of Mattox Hall.
According to Mable Criswell, associate
director of housing, the women's
situation "is looking much better. At
this time, we have a surplus of about ten
beds and are taking steps to untriple
persons." As for the men that is a different matter.
A special Housing committee has been
holding meetings this week in order to
decide whether or not the closing of the
hall is feasible.
In the event of such a move there would
be certain persons affected.
Aside from the students who would be
forced to move from familiar rooms,
others involved would be the dorm
director, RA's, building and grounds and
the personnel department.

According to David Wiles, director of
men's residence hall programs, "the
students holding resident assistantships
would be assigned similar duties in the
dorm of their choice."
James Allen, dean of men, stated that
although no decision had been reached,
"The student staffs would be usedl
in other halls. The director would continue to live in the dorm but would
assume duties elsewhere." Allen also
went on to state that the reason Mattox
was being considered was because it was
one of the smaller dorms on campus.
Other considerations, according to
Allen, were the possibilities of cutting
costs due to the reduced heating and
electric bills, along with the cut in
custodial service.
When connected conerning the possible
cutback in custodial workers when or if
the hall were shut down. C.K. Orttenburger, assistant director of personnel, stated that "at any given time the
custodial services are probably two or

three persons short due to the conservative hiring practices of that particular department." he went on to say
that in the event of a close-down the
workers would most probably be
reassigned with no trouble.
Another department involved in the
project were, it to be given the go-ahead
by the housing committee, is the
University's building and grounds
division.
According to Chad Middleton,
supervisor of the department "We would
encounter no special problems in the
closing of the ball. Last year when
Martin was closed we just cut down the
heat to a point where the pipes wouldn't
freeze, made sure the emergency lights
were out and then checked the place
periodically to make sure nothing was
wrong."
Though he did say that no special
problems would arise from the decision,
he has as of yet received no word from
any administrative office concerning the
considerations.

Winter a drag? Not when you are dragging through the snow

Who says that winters a drag' No one did last week when at
least three inches of snow fell on campus leaving lots of slick
spots in theiravine Several adventurous students demon
straled a few techniques in gaining bruises while having fun

Staff photo- by Rich Yeh
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Another view

Student government: Is there an alternative?
Editafi Mir:
Tee following guest
■flail* m written by Paul "Back"
Vrrlan, a former Studenl Senator.

Now that I am no longer involved with Student Government, I have taken time to
reflect upon my two and a half
year tenure in that organization.
As I look back upon it, I now ask
myself, is Student Government
really necessary? The answer to
this question, to my dismay, is
no, it is not.
This realization came hard,
especially to one who was fairly
active in most of the Student
Association's phases and functions.
But the truth still
remains. Student Government in
the 1970s is no longer useful or
necessary upon EKU's campus.
Student Government has a
relatively short history on this

campus, so to prove my claim,
let us first look at the so-called
accomplishments of this body.
The Student Association has
been involved in various aspects
of student life. It has discussed a
variety of topics, from bicycle
racks and refrigerators to
women's hours, open house and
room inspection.
In regard to all these actions,
the University has changed its
policy only in a few areas due to
action taken by the Student
Association. The major issues,
such as records inspections and
women's hours were changed
due to the emergence of federal
laws and HEW regulations.
Yet, there have been instances
in which certain individuals
have done good and noteworthy
work. Steve Rowland and Gary

Gray did an admirable job in
counseling students accused of
violating University regulations.
Karen Lane and Paul Collins did

(guest opinion)
admirable work in compiling
data on off-campus living policy
changes (until now, it has been
of no avail). Others, too, have
done good work, yet, for the sake
of brevity, they will not be
mentioned.
If so, what, then, is the
problem? The problem is that
Student Government has no
power to bring about the changes
to which a minute few are
devoted. There is too much
attention devoted to peripheral
matters which the Senate has no
business dealing with, let alone
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discussing, i.e. letters to the
SLA. and North Vietnam, or
creation of an MVP poll at
football or basketball games.
However, the Association
could do some good if the
devotion that accompanied its
founding still existed. But the
apathy that is cited as a cause by
the Senate as the reason for its
failure does not only affect the
student body, it also affects the
Association.
Few if any students remain
who have the desire to work long
and hard at Student Government
as a business. Rather, they treat
it as a means of increasing
notations on their resumes, or
their own status among their
peers.
Indicators of this apathy or
absence of dedication can be
seen in the number of services

offered by the Student
Association which this year have
reached an all-time low. To my
knowledge, the Student Book Coop and the Ride Service have
been allowed to fold while the
Legal Aide Committee is, after
three months, still involved in a
parliamentary hassle. Student
voter registration, in this
Presidential election year, is
also non-existent, even though
funds for this are provided in the
budget. If this is really the case,
then what can be done to improve the Student Association?
First, the Senate should elect
an advisory board which would
investigate its weaknesses and
offer truthful suggestions of how
to revamp and revitalize Student
Government. It would then be
up to the Senate to heed the
advice of the committee,
whatever the advice is.
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What can be done if this course
is not taken? First, all Student
Association elections should be
held on April 1 as befits the
Senate's reputation. Second, the
body should exist, as is, so the
students who are overtly concerned can feel frustrated and
incompetent for the length of
their tenure.
What, then, is the final answer? It is simply that students
can no longer afford to be
represented" by the Student
Association. A new body must
be drawn up which will spend its
money and resources on services
for Eastern students rather than
on organizational meetings for
University lobby organizations
or other assorted peripheral
matters and issues. If this is not
done, it deserves neither our
funds or our support.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
BfiSKET MBVIM6

B16L06X
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editorials

Book exchange program alleviates
the annual buy and sell frustrations
One of our earlier resolutions
was for increased effectiveness
of student government. The call
for action in this area has been
made numerous times, with
generally the same results —
inactivity. The generality of the
request may be the reason for
this; generalities rarely serve a
useful purpose.
The question is whether or not
student government would
respond to a specific proposal,
one such as a student book exchange program to provide an
alternative
to
bookstore
discrepancies.

The idea is a relatively simple
one: students buy their books
for their first term as freshmen,
then trade with each other for
the books needed for ensuing
semesters. Files kept in the SA
office would enable persons to
find the books needed and to get
rid of the used texts.
The book exchange entered the
planning stages in the Student
Association office almost three
years ago. Due to a lack of interest, participation, publicity,
whatever, it remains in that
stage,
unfortunately
for
students.

The program would not, of
course, aid anyone when new
books are questionably introduced each semester. What it
would do is save almost
everyone who participated some
money, and there is no question
of the importance of that accomplishment.

least, this was the price list for
the books in the required stacks.
But, lo and behold, a few aisles
over, in the area where books for
your reading pleasure may be
purchased, the same two were
going at the unbelievable rate of
$1.75.

Saving money on books has
never been simple, but it is
possible on some occasions, even
in the University Bookstore. A
recent observation found two
texts required for a political
science course costing $4.15. At

Occurrences such as this
undoubtedly raise a few
questions. They also provide a
sound basis of reasoning for the
establishment of a book exchange program, a program
where students can be sure of
what they're getting.

Undecided. . .

A new approach to major selection
The scene is
is aa snrine
spring
registration line at Eastern
Kentucky University. The line
is extremely long as usual, and
students are becoming increasingly bored (So what else
is new?) as the snaking line
fails to ineh forward.

RociHoc being
w^r.™ the
n™ start
,t..-r of
,.r a..
Besides
new semester, it is also the start
of greenie" season, the time
when all male upperclassmen
set out to explore the new crop of
freshman girls. So as is typical
in greenie'' season, boy turns
to girl and says:
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Hi,
I'm Joe
Fraternity.
I don't
believe I've ever seen you
around before.
Oh, are you talking to me?
,#>Yeah. I'm Joe Fraternity,
what's your name?
Nancy Gnue.
You must be a freshman,
right?

How did you ever guess?
Well, I've never seen your
cute little face around here
before. Where are you from?
I'm
from
Hicksville,
Kentucky, it's 20 miles south of
Hog Holler, which is 30 miles
v
east of Turkey Run.
Oh. really, how interesting.
What's your major, Nancy?
I'm undecided.
I'm
trying to decide between three
choices.
What are they?
Nursing,
Biology,
and
Political Science.
Oh my gosh, are you kidding!
No. why. what's the matter?
Those are the three of the
hardest majors on campus.
I don't believe it.
Well. Nursing gives out the
least number of A's at the 200
level, and is third to last at the
300 level. You don't have a
decent chance of getting an A
until you're a senior.
Really?
And Biology's just as bad. It
is second to last in A's at the 300
level, but is only 15th to last in
the 200 level. As for Political
Science, that's a hopeless case.
II is sixth to last in As at the 200
level, last in the 300's and in the
low 20s at the 400 level. What
did you come to college for
anyway?

_
To get an education so I can
get a good job.
Oh, come on. Kids don't come
to college to study, take it from
me, Joe Fraternity, everybody
comes to school to get wild and
party.
Party? What's that?
You know, 'do a little dance,
make a little love, get down
tonight.'
That sounds crazy to me.
What's your major, anyway,
Joe?

After careful statistical
analysis of the easiest majors on
campus. I finally decided upon
German.
Why German?
Because it's first at the 200
level in A's, first at the 300s,
and fourth at the 400's. And 100
per cent of the 300 level students
got A's last semester.
What were your other considerations?
Speech and Drama and
Special Education. Speech
ranked tenth, third, and 16th at
each A level and Drama was
second at the 200 level and 12th
at the 400's. Special Ed was
fifth, 21st. and tenth
Your system sounds awful
warped to me, Joe. Don't you
realize that studying is an important part of the grading
ratings? And what in the world
are you going to do with a
German major?
I'm planning to be another
Henry Kissinger.
' Well, then, you just might
make it. Our country needs
careful statistical analysts like
you Joe.
By MAR LA R1DENOUR

^V
It's half this price on the next aisle.

—editor's mailbag —
Parking
problem
To the Editor:
A petition was recently posted in
Walters and Telford Halls regarding the
recent reassigning of the Kit Canon
parking lot. There were approximately
350 signatures of disgruntled students
who felt the reassigning of the Kit Carson
parking lot was unfair to upperclassmen.
The location of the Kit Carson lot is aaly
beneficial to Freshman girls living in
Telford; whereas, Daniel Boone lot
would be more beneficial to girls living in
Case, Burnam and Sullivan. We feel it is
unfair for upperclassmen living in
Walters and Telford to have to park in the

Daniel Boone lot when the Kit Carson lot
is closer and only half full. As we recall,
we parked in the unsighted Begley lot
when we were Freshmen. Now that we
are upperclassmen, we are taking the
"back seat" again. We feel that a reevaluation is necessary and changes
should be made.
The petition was presented to the
Campus Ombudsman and was in turn
presented to the Director of Security.
Suggestions to remedy the situation war*
offered: however, we haven't seen any
results. We are still waiting in the "back
seat."
Debbie Casey
Box 351 Walters
425-S493
Milissa Sherman
Box J73 Walters
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no comn ient—
36 children convert man to contraceptives
AtwM* araoce aram
BOGOTA — A Colombian shopkeeper
has converted to birth control after four
wives and 30 children.
Lull Alberto ftubiano. a former army
NCO In hii mid-fifties, laid recently
that he had at list decided to "put
an end to the ma.ter.' While remaining a
staunch advocate of cold baths and
chilled milk, he has resolved to "call it
off nhile there is still time."
As quoted in reports from his plateau
village, Rubinao ma-'c a point of adding

Biting policeman's leg
GRANTS PASS. Ore (API—Louis P.
rernandei. 26. was fined-(305 and sentenced to 60 days in jad for biting the lag
of a police officer.
According to court testimony, officer
John Harris stopped a car Fernandas was
driving Sept. 12 add attempted to arrest
hm for driving -under the influence of
liquor.
Fernandas objected and the two started
scuffling. Fernandas, according to testimony in court recently fell to the ground

that he remained "fit to perform my ennjusal duties." Details of hn contraceptive
future were not forthcoming.
Even If he changes his mind about
cutting short the growth of his family, be
still has a way to go to match his father,
who claimed 60 children. The younger
Ruhiano's 36 offspring range in age from
tun to 30.
Reporter! described him as good-natured. The fourth Mrs. Rubiano was not
interviewed.
il.

OK IS.

m

brings man fine of $305
and latched onto Harris' lag with his
teeth.
The driving whila intoxicated charge
hav been dismissal
Gaortor-Journal.January II, IMS
"adder contrlautlona to No Cipaia art wffcom*
Contribution! would to i« mi (arm at an or.oinai
dipping (not a ofiatocopyI. mcludlna t*a nama and
.aowmof tna contributor and ffta name endow* or ma
putfKanon Marat* an aufatnmiani to rat Saatora
t • The Editor
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Upcoming highlights
Art

Alumni Coliseum rocked and rolled with the
sounds of Wet Willie and The Charlie Daniels
Band last Tuesday night. A man of varied

talents, Charlie Daniels displays his skill on
lead guitar and vocals, accompanied by
members of the Band.

CDB: The surprise that didn't come
BY CONNIE PARRISH
Arts Editor
It was as if someone had said,
Close your eyes, hold out your
hands and you'll get a surprise."
There you stand, eyes squeezed
shut and hands outstretched, but
the surprise never arrives.
Such was the latest pop concert offering from the University
Centerboard, Wet Willie and The
Charlie Daniels Band. The nearcapacity crowd at Alumni
Coliseum last Tuesday night
waited patiently for the down
home rock and roll that boosted
the two groups to success, but it
was not presented.
Wet Willie band opened the
show, announcing that they were

New season brings . .
BY CONNIE PARRISH
A rt$ editor
and
DON LEWIS
Staff writer
In keeping with the traditions
of the New Year, the television
networks will begin new seasons
this month, ringing out the old
shows with low ratings and
bringing in the new with flashing
blue lights and screaming
sirens.
Despite the warnings from the
fall season in which 16 out of 26
new series were cancelled, the
commercial networks are
continuing the same game. We
can look forward to another
diverse season of the policemen,

tensified by the lengthy intermission until finally The
Charlie Daniel Band took the
stage.
Although musically
tighter and more synchronized
than Wet Willie, CDB somehow
never established a rapport with
the anxious audience.
The Charlie Daniels Band
played several cuts from their
new album Night Rider plus
several of their songs that have
become standards in southern
music, such as Trudy and There
Ain't No Place to Go. However
just as it seemed that the surprise was almost there, it was
smothered by CDB's drawn-out
and overly long versions of their
most popular numbers.

going to make it funky" for the
audience. They whetted our
appetites for their southern
music with Country Side of Life
and Keep onSmilln'. We tapped
our feet to Lucy Was in Trouble
and applauded group leader
Jimmy Hall's versatility in
vocals, saxaphone and mouth
harp. It even crossed pur minds
to check out their latest album,
Dixie Rock, after hearing the
title cut.
Even with Wet Willie's fine
rhythm section and unique
sounds, varying from rock to
blues, we still waited, somewhat
anxiously, for the surprise as
promised.
Our anticipation was in-

Dance
The Kentucky Dance Council
presents the Eliot Feld Ballet at
Louisville's Memorial
Auditorium. The show starts at
8:30 p.m. on January 17 and 3:30
p.m. on January 18. g

Music
Nancy Cotton will present her
Bachelor of Music Education
recital on January 18 at 3:30
p.m. in Gifford Theater. The

p.m. Tickets are on sale at the
UK student center.
Bachman-Turner Overdrive
and Kansas will rock and roll on
January 22 at 7:30 p.m. at
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
Tickets are $5.50 in advance,
$6.50 day of show and are
available at Freedom Hall box
office.
David Bowie brings his unique
talent to Roberts Stadium in
Evansville, Indiana on February
22at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are
$5.50, $6.50 and $7.50 and can be
ordered
from
Aiken
Management, 819 S.E. Second
Street, Evansville. This will be
Bowie's only area appearance,
so get your tickets early.

The Eastern Progress

-the artsOn January 18, the Lexington
Philharmonic will present the
third of this season's four young
people's concerts at 3 p.m. at
Haggin Auditorium, Transylvania University.
Ticket
information may be obtained
from
George
Benson,
Philharmonic
business
manager.
The Kentucky
Opera
Association will present Leo
Janacek's Katya Kabanova at
Louisville's Macauley Theater.
The opera, rarely performed in
the United States, will be
presented in English. Curtain
time is 8 p.m. on January 16 and
17. Tickets are $3 for students
and can be obtained by calling
<502) 587-8627.
The All man Brothers Band
will be in concert on January 20
at UK's Memorial Coliseum at 8

Movies
The Thirty-Nine Steps, Alfred
Hitchcock's 1935 thriller, opens a
Hitchcock retrospective at
Louisville's J.B. Speed Art
Museum next Sunday at 2:30
p.m. and the following Wednesday at 8 p.m. The film is the
first of a ten-part series. Tickets
are $1 and are available at the
door.
Regardless of what's playing,
the Campus Cinemas I and II
offer a bargain for the economyconscious student. Monday
through Thursday students are
admitted for $1.25 by showing an
EKU identification card.
1

APPALACHIAN COMPUTER

More cops and robbers
Network executives claim that
the overabundance of police
shows is not an attempt to increase violence on television;
these series are evidently what
the audiences of America want
to see, according to ratings.
It appears that we are
currently engulfed in the era of
the cop. Previously, it was the
era of the western.
Just as the cowboy rode off
into the sunset, the television
policeman is destined to call
over and out" into his radio
microphone and cruise off to
rerun headquarters. Where will
television be then? Perhaps a
rash of situation comedies about
college students and rock
singers will spring up...

detectives, private eyes, and
cops.
NBC in addition to their
current law and-order dramas,
will be adding Jigsaw John and
City of Angels.
Superstar is ABC's latest entry
for the season about a homicide
detective in San Francisco.
Redundantly enough, the show
will be produced by the
producers of a current ABC
show, The Streets of San
Francisco.
CBS is adding The Blue Knight
to their weekly fare, which is
already spiced with Kojack,
Switch, Cannon, Hawaii Five-O
and Barnaby Jones.

REPAIR SERVICE

Currier** Mntlc World

All Makes Stereo. TV
Electronic Equipment

^ur

SERVICES. INC.
ANNOUNCES THE
OPENING OF AN OFFICE
IN BEREA
Appalachian Computer Services is presently accepting
applications at its offices on the Second Floor of the Berea
City Hall for experienced keypunch operators to start
work immediately. In addition to a good starting rate,
ACS has a comprehensive fringe benefit program including hoepitalization. sick pay and paid vacations. To
place your application, stop by room 209 at Berea City
Hall between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. on
Thursday or Friday. January 15 and 16. If an ACS
representative is not there, applications may be picked up
at the Berea City Clerk's Office. For further information,
call 606-864-4151 and ask for Mr. Deaton

New Craft Shop

Eos? Creations Ltd.
Specializing in
^lastercraft -Macramp Country Carving
Paper Pottery •
Kits of genuine
Puka & Turquoise
Classes In Leather Making
All other crafts included
Hours 10 - • - M-F

>°» *•«•

TO* ait Hill AM. - Neit to Burpr QUMA
MMM (23-5904

PRESENTING'-

Levi's
Gentleman's
Jeans and
Jackets
match them or mix them

MADISON COUNTY
REPAIR
318 Gen Lane

Works on Paper, a collection of
drawings and prints by Jerry
Points, will be shown at Giles
Gallery January 12-30. Viewing
hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Six Ohio and Kentucky artists
will display their sculpture ,
paintings and photographs
called O.K. Art at the University
of Kentucky Art Gallery. Hours
are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. on weekends.
The Living Arts and Science
Center, Inc., 362 Walnut Street in
Lexington will present Contained Clay by five Kentucky
craftsmen. Hours are 10 a.m. to
4p.m. Monday through Saturday
through January 31.

performance will
include
several selections for clarinet.
The Lexington Philharmonic
Orchestra opens its 1976 season
on January 15 and 16 under the
direction of Conductor George
Zack. Nationally noted local
pianist John Sinclair will appear
as guest soloist.
Both performances begin at 8: IS p.m. at
the University of Kentucky's
Memorial Coliseum.

to suit yourself.
Levis's, easy going non-suits.

623 9281

As comfortable jeans because they
are jeans. More comfortable,
actually, because they're Levi's

A Division of Radio Shack

Gentleman's Jeans.

Sirloin Pit
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
11-4 DAILY

(Bikel Polite oily II' Extra).

1

'/2 LB. T-BONE SPECIALTint

Mn. tkra Su. Sake, MukU Piltlt,

PHONE 623 6006

,v

,L7„

TIM*

BONANZA

EASTERN BY PASS

Matching shirt jackets complete
the look. In natural color 50%
polyester, 50% cotton with a
homespun texture .
Both Sta-Prest. so they stay neat,
never need ironing.
THE STORE THAT SELLS
MORE THAN JUST JEANS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

HIBEYE STEAK SANDWICH ..< N»'1"
CHOPPED SIRLOIN PLATTER
„„
Salee, Frits, Ttiu Ttasl

So they're fuller cut in the seat
and thighs for room to move.

Levi's

HEADQUARTERS
EASTERN BY-PASS
RICHMOND. KY.
STORE HOURS:
10:OOA.M. TIL' 9:00P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
OPEN SUN.
. 1:30 TIL 6:00P.M.
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ACTIVE
MEMBERS
h.i|i|>.i Delia SororiU

PLEDGE
FEE
$20

B»

Alpha Delta Pi sorority

43

Alpha littmnti Delta sororit>

31

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority

22

'

PLEDGE
DUES

INITATION
FEE

—

$20

$12.50

$28

$12

$30-35

-

SI5

$90

4

.

ACTIVE DIES
-MONTH

$75

$1250

$67

$12
.$23
■

Chi Omega sorority

65

$26

—

$75

$12

Tau Kappa hpsilon fraternity

49

$25

—

885

$15

Delia I psilon fraternity

20

$30

—

$105

$15

Phi Delia TheU fraternity

45

$20

decided by [

$80

$15

Kappa Alpha I'si lralernil>

12

115

-

$85

820-semester

Sinma (hi fraternity

32

$20

$14

$70

$14

I Provides more than social life

Costs of Greek fees vary
Ky TIIKKKNA kl IS/
Staff Writer
For many persons the Greek scene i;.
an important part of college life. Those
considering a fraternity or sorority will
find that costs and expenses will differ in
the varying campus chapters
Pledge fees in the sororities run from
$20-835 Inilalion fees vary from $87-890.
This fee does not include the badge or pin
wtuch can run an additional $10.
JJnce the pledge is initiated, the active
diies per month are between 812 and 825.
fraternity costs run similar to the
sororities The local pledge fees average
$22 50 per month. National initation fees
run from 865 to 8105. In some cases, this
Ml includes a pin
Active dues after initation average 815
a month, with the exception of one
fraternity. Kappa Alpha Psi. which runs
$3i a semester
Added costs during the year include
winter and spring formals and dinners.
Parties and other activities can become
an added expense.
Additional ■ consideration should be given to the costs of

According to Moreland you are not
"buying friends" when you join a
fraternity The money invested helps
•you, the fraternity, charity and aids in
. parties
"It's a worthwhile thing,"
Moreland said.
Peggy Rambicure, past president of
the Alpha Delta Pi sorority has strong
feelings concerning Greek life. "You
have more things to do, you become more
involved in the campus and get a better
perspective," she stated.
According to Tom Ramey and Jill
Harbin, Assistants to the director of
student activities and organizations
there are approximately 969 persons
involved in Greek organizations on
campus.
Active fraternity members total 500
and active sorority members total 469.
According to Ramey the national
average for fraternity pledges fees (not
including monthly dues I is 8108.61. This
included the national initation fee and the
pledge fee, which are levied only once.
The sorority costs, according to
Harbin, are approximately $93 for the
pledge

driving to and from these events which
are usually held outside of Richmond.
Fraternities who have houses do not
charge more for the privilege of the
house, nor do they' have higher active
dues Those living in the TKE house pay
rent as they would in another housing
situation. Their activities, however, are
governed by the university and they
observe the same hours as the dormitories on campus
The fraternity
houses "close" at midnight on weekdays
and at two on Friday and Saturday.
Additional costs result in the levying of
fines when a member does not attend a
meeting, project or other important
function. Fines range from $2 to 85
depending upon the importance of the
function.
The average Greek pledge can expect
to spend approximately 8165.the first
semester.
Following semester costs
average 885 per semester.
"There is more to fraternities than just
social life," feels John Moreland of the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
"The more
work you do the more it helps you," he
added.

PROFILES . . .
Chapldin Nordgulen
demonstrates versatility
Bv CATHY BAKEK
Staff Writer
EKE is one ol the lew and
nrsi universities that has a
chaplain, according lo that
chaplain, Dr. George Nordgulen.
Nordgulen wears a coal of
many colors. He teaches two
classes: World Religions and
Contemporary Idea ol God. He
is a stall member ol the
counseling Center, works with
the Office ol Student Affairs,
and the student council, officiates at weddings and special
services and co-ordinates the
activities of the chapel.

Snugglin and snoozin'
seems lo be the general feeling for this couple

SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING^,
10 lb. for 12.50
Use our new steam cabinet
FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

presence ai all iimes. bul yei is
intensely involved in his work
He attended
Northwest
Christian College. Phillips
University. University ol
Oregon
and
Claremonl
Graduate School. He also has
taught at Drury College and
Knoxville College.
"I've lounit my home in
Kentucky.' he said.

ANDY'S

• •

An Important Part of any

"He s very congenial and cooperative and really interested
in the serious side ol the study of
religion, ' said Father Ron
Ketller, chaplain at the
Newman Center.
"He's interested in the intellectual
development ol faith positions,
ihe religious-intellectual side ol
the students, which is important
at a university,'' he said.
Teaching classes, being able
to write lor publication, and
being involved with people
make up what he calls the
"perlect job" for himself.
Nordgulen is content here.
Some ol the problems he
encounters in counseling include homesickness, marriage
problems, separation from
fiances, difficulties with home
either emotional or vocational,
and particularly religious
problems.
Nordgulen said
students olten experience a
conflict between what they were
taught in their churches and
what they are being taught
here, which causes problems.
Nordgulen is deeply involved
in his holds ol philosophy and
religion and writes articles on
philosophy and religion lor
publication, such as, "Theistic
Ontology
in
lqbal
and
Radhakrishnan"and "Being and
Becoming.
Ontology is the
study of being.
The idea ol the ultimate
reality,
or
God,
is
philosophically sound, he said.
"It's discussed philosophically;
|. philosophers are interested in
. ultimate*, ' he said.
"Having
studied
Old
Testament under Dr. Nordgulen, he has impressed me as
a man firmly grounded in his
beliefs; and yet very careful not
lo impose his ideas upon
anyone,
said Danny Lane,
senior. "His understanding ol
• ihe Bible oilers a rich resource
to Eastern students," he said.
The Sunday School class he
teaches at First Christian
Church has about 75 members
Nordgulen is an ordained
minister and was student
minister af churches in
Calilornia,
Oregon
and
Missouri.

Ni«hing like snuggling up indoors, except it's just so hard
in *to) awake in the Powell Building lounge At least that

SELF SERVICE
.AUNDRY & DRY CLEANING |

College Education!

Andy's Pizza Palace
110 S. Second St.

WE DELIVER!

^23-540(K

WE STILL
ACCEPT
U.S. CURRENCY
At The

EXCHANGE YOUR
INFLATED DOUGH
FOR OUR
INFLATED DOUGH623-2264

"An undisciplined life isn't
worth living, he said. He rises
at 6:30 a.m. daily to spend time
alone with himself and God.
Alter spending time with him,
one can sense that he is intensely aware ol ol God's

Correction
I hie |o proolreading errors.
1.4,1 NuBttCl story by Brian
\*hlr\ on siudenl righls was
nsslciding 111 some areas. The
law portion of Ihe slory should
have read as follows
%{Ihe siudenl is convicted, he
01* she may appeal (he conviction 10 Ihe nexl higher
judui.il body on justifiable
grounds in accordance with Ihe
iinie schedule shown in Part 3.
Section IV of the Siudenl Righls
and Ittsponsibilities Policies of
ihe siudenl handbook
The student has a few routes

he can lake in seeking aid and
advice tor any legal problem o
campus
The Student Kighls and
Responsibilities Committee,
formed by Ihe Constitution ol
Ihe Siudenl Association is
available lo any siudenl seeking
advice in representation or lor
any questions regarding legal
rights of ihe sludenis.
Jim
Chandler, chairman, can be
reached al 623-6808 or a siudenl
may conlacl Ihe Siudenl
Association Office in ihe Powell
Building by calling 622-3696

SALE IN PROGRESS
Save on High
Quality Name Brands
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

*Aigners >

*Roblee

*Bass

* Dexter

* Naturalize*

* Ped win

*Life Stride

CELEBRATE
76

* Dexter

THOMPSON'S
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

*m

■M

-«>«i
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Ensemble performance filmed
by CBS at festival in Georgia
B> JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
CuMltVrUtr
CBS recently filmed and
recorded a performance by ihe
University s Ensemble and 21
other choirs at the National
Black College Gospel Festival
in Atlanta. Ga.
The program will be aired
nationwide in January.
A
festival, album was also
recorded and is soon to be
pressed.
,
The
Ensemble
was
recognized as being the "beat

*\

in Atlanta and the 1S73 album Thousand Tongues to Sing."
When asked his view of the
was released.
two-year
Ensemble
This year s festival was held trip
ai West Hunter Baptist Church. member Edward Grave* said.
"I think it was nice to meet
Church.
Groups came from as lar other college choirs and to
south as Florida and as far share in the religious exnorth as Michigan to participate perience."
Freshman Peggy Jones said,
in the festival. For two-and-ahalf days, the choirs listened to • 'The trip was nice and it was an
each other sing and joined experience to hear Ihe different
logeiher on some selections. varieties of gospel music in
This vear's theme was "O For A different arrangements.".

organized choir participating
in the event prior to Ihe group's
performance in the grand
finale.
"We just followed instructions. We went up there,
got our point across and didn't
overdo it," said George
Bndgewater. the Ensemble's
newly appointed director.
The 70-member Ensemble
ha* attended the festival since it
began in IOTJ. Last year, the
group was the host choir when
the festival made the CBS news

Kirk's Kirk's

Kirk's

Bingo Night offers
prizes, excitement

MW4» fty Rich V«h

New CUC location
Anna Way. administration assistant, is shown in the new
CUC office with Andrea SUggs. freshman from Covington.

Ky. The office has been moved from the Combs building to
the newly remodled Keith Hall.

Beef-herd mangement program offered

By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Stall Writer
Women's Interdorm will kick
off the semester's activities
Monday night with an attraction
that's sure to be a winnerBingo Night.
The invitation to come, meet
people, and play as many
games of Bingo as you want
from 7:30-10 p.m. in the Powell
Grill extends to all students,
faculty and stall Winners will
walk away with prizes provided
compliments of Richmond
merchants.
Women's Interdorm, an
extension of student government made up of representatives from the various
residence halls, tries to sponsor
at least one campus-wide event
each month. One such activity

last year—a card party with
several different games going
on at one time—was such a
success that Bingo seemed like
another popular idea.
Kelly Stanfield, staff advisor
for Women's Interdorm, is
excited about the Bingo Night.
"It goes faster and more can
participate than with card
games," she explained.
Besides that, the prizes are an
enticement because, Stanfield
said, "everybody enjoys winning something."
Most of Interdorm's other big
projects for this spring are still
in the planning stages.
However, a series of a premarriage seminars similar to
those given last spring are
tentatively scheduled for March
and April.

Jti

2
*4P

PENDANT
Nostalgic huntercase.
Antique finish. Roman
dial. Engraved case. 28
inch chain.
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By CANDY GRAHAM
stall Writer
Beet-herd management is a
naw two-year program offered
f* the first time this spring by
Ihe Department of Agriculture.
The purpose of the program is
to train people to manage beef
operations.
Actual work experience in the
program will include work with
the beef herd in grooming, calf
management, artificial insemination,
showmanship,
hoof-trimming,
and
management of commerical
cow-calf operations.
The program will also include
certain aspects of cow-bull
selection, replacement heifer,
and culling techniques, along

with various other operations
concerning the beef-herd.
Dr. John Shirley, director of
farms, said of the program, "1
think the major thing this
program does is to provide the
on the job experience that is a
pre-requisile for obtaining a job
from any employer.
11 is
somewhat like nurses training
in that it is basically an internship on the farm."
The philosophy of the
program is, basically, the need
to obtain a' balance between
classwork and on-the-job experience.
"The student," according to
Dr. Shirley, "needs both the
classwork and the job experience to be successful

2nd prize awarded
for student's article
By WII-MA KKHI),
Feature Editor
Sunny Davies Chi was
recently awarded the second
place prize for an article he
wrote in a French magazine
"Jeune Afrique."
Chi ia a second semester MBA
student from Cameroon. His
area is Business Administration
and Finance.
Oil's article entitled "The
Insufficiency of a Moral Outcome of Arab-African Political
and Economic Policies" was
written in French.
Chi said that he "just decided
to take part in something that
was before the public" in
choosing his topic
In the article Chi pointed to
the unproportionate economic
return the African nations get
on their invested sympathy with

Arab policies in the Middle
East.
Chi further called for a
reevaluation of African areas of
investment.
Chi came to Eastern last fall
after formerly attending Berea
College.
"EKU is bigger than Berea,
but I have adjusted fairly well
and made new friends," said
Chi.
In his spare time Chi likes
tennis and used to coach soccer.
Chi said he plans to work in
America, preferably in a bank,
when he finishes school.
The second prize was fifty
dollars and a free year's subscription to the magazine.
Once a year the magazine
awards three prizes for articles
that
"make
interesting
reading,"
The magazine is
published by French and
African journalists.

By obtaining a balance the
student can arise to the occasion, whatever it may be.
The student will be graded on
his performance. For instance,
each time a certain skill is
performed it will count the
same as a test. A student will be
graded on his ability in
relationship to other students
and on his own personal improvement.

Any student, regardless of his
physical capabilities, can enroll
in the program because the
knowledge obtained can be used
for things in life other than
direct contact with the animals.
For example after graduation
the person holding this degree
can be anything from a
professional herdsman for large
farms, to a dairyman, to a
grader of beef on the market.

Fraternities offer orientation
The Interfralernity Council
will sponsor a program entitled
"An Orientation to Fraternities" beginning at 8:00 the
evenings of Monday and
Tuesday (19th and 20th). The

meetings will be in the Kennamer Room, Powell.
Come and meet men form all
of Eastern's fraternities. Learn
what frats have to offer. No
cost or obligation.

WIN A FREE TRIP TO

DAYTONA BEACN
•5 Days, 4 Nites
»Free Lodging
•*100" Cash for Expenses
•March 7-13

Register at

$7150

8 Track

in Agriculture Department this spring

Tape Clearance
All Tap** In Store

KIRK'S

now $1.49 each
or
4 for »5««

X

THE GIFT BOX

Kirk's Kirk's

•w>

****

DIAMOND $ CENTER
SHOPPER'S VILLAGE (Eastern Bypass) 623-305O

UNIVERSITY CENTER

The EKU Campus Ministry (Wesley Foundation and Baptist
Student Union directors, Newman Center and University Chaplains)
will present a series of special services January 18-23 emphasizing
prayer for Christian unity.

Schedule off Special
Services

' Shoppers Village

Date & Time

Originally

Father Louis Dickmann
(Marydale Retreat Center)

Sun., Jan. 18, 7:00 P.M.

Meditation Chapel

Mon., Jan. 19, 12:00 noon-12

Room A
Powell Bldg. Cafeteria

Rev. Gene Strange
(Wesley Foundation)

fues., Jan. 20, 12:00 noon

Room A
Powell Bldg Cafeteria

Dr. George Nordgulen
(University Chaplain)

Weds. Jan. 21, 12:00 noon

Room A
Powell Bldg Cafeteria

Rev. Dale Adkins
(Baptist Student Union)

Thurs., Jan. 22, 12:00 noon

Room A
Powell Bldg. Cafeteria

Fri. Jan. 23, 12:00 noon

Room A
Powell Bldg. Cafeteria

Famous Maker

Separate
Sportswear

\

Speaker

Location

University Center

SALE!

Kirk's.

PRAYER FOR
CHRISTIAN UNITY
WEEK

Circumstances
f—f ew<i t^eS^f

17"-20~

Father Ronald Ketteler
(Newman -Center Chaplain)
Share Time

Sweaters
ir

1288

EVERYONE

sizes S-M-L

REGULAR BOX DINNER
■

-':;:;

•••-;•»:
M»*

V >'•>
3~

;c.-: 5. i.%

Corduroy Paots

\

and come to Room A

of the Powell Building Cafeteria next week!

ALL DAY
788

l^igtiiduf fHed ^kidwN
Easterm.By-Pass

WELCOME!

The services will last approximately 30 minutes, so get your tray,

s

i'C::

xC.5

IS

Originally IS00-!?00

.:;:; ,%»rt .£. j£"

Dial 623-6000

Sizes 5-13

1088

s

We Shall Be Like Him
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newsbniefs
By Wayne Boblitt
'•

Concert Band open to all who played in high school

Students who played in high card. All interested people are
school bands are cordially invited to take part.
Women's Inlerdorm will hold
invited to become a part of the
KKl' Concert Band under the a meeting today at 4:43 p.m. in
Conference Room C. Powell
direction of Mr John Lawson.
All members are
Concert Band is open to all EKU Building.
students, without audition, who urged to attend
played in a high school band and
would like to continue to perBasketball
form at the university level
Basketball
entries due in
Openings exist for all in
Capstruments.
Concert Bands Weaver 304 tomorrow
meets 6lh hour >2 15-3:15pm > tains meeting at 9 p m Monday
MW and every Friday. One-half (I9thl in Weaver 305
credit may be earned Sign up
for MUS 255 GX, or participate
Dance Theatre
without credit if so desired.
Tryouts
for Dance Theatre
Open to non-music majors as
well as music majors, a wide will be tonight from 6-7:15 in
variety of entertaining and Weaver Studio. Wear leotards
challenging concert band music or loose fitting shorts.
will be performed and read Everyone is welcome
For more information, call
during the semester
One
major, on-campus, concert will 3504 or 4249.
be presented
Contact the Band Office,
Learning lab
Foster III, lam to noon and 14:30 p.m. weekdays, or call 3161
The
CUC
Learning
for more information.
Laboratory has moved from
Instruments are available at no Combs to Keith Hall Tutorial
cost to the student.
assistance is available for
students in most of the basic
courses offered at EKU
URE
Schedules for tutoring may be
The Undergraduate Record obtained by calling 3659 or by
Examination will be ad- visiting the Lab's main office,
In addition to
ministered at Eastern on Keith 225.
Saturday, Feb. 7. Seniors who tutorials, the Lab provides
will complete graduation refresher, rapid reading, and
vocabulary courses
requirements in May or August,
1976. should go to the
Institutional Research Office,
Wesley
4th Floor Jones, to register for
this exam.
An inexpensive meal will be
There is no charge. URE
scores may be used instead of provided on Monday, Jan. 19, at
-ORE scores for admission to 5:30 p.m. A special program
will be presented following the
.graduate school at Eastern.
meal
Choir practice has been
Student teaching
moved up to 7 p.m. on
Tuesdays.
The topic for
'. Applications lor student Fellowship Hour on Wenesday
teaching for the fall semester. <6:30 p.m.) will be vocational
-1976, are now available in choice.
Combs 201 Last day to apply
All interested students are
lor fall semester student invited to participate in these
leaching will be Friday, Feb 6. activites, all ol which are held
at the Wesley Foundation
Senior recital
Center, 401 University Drive.
Nancy Cotton. BME clarinet,
•3:30 p m Sunday (18th), Gifford
'Theatre.
0

Prayer group
't The Faculty Prayer Group
sneets at noon Wednesdays in
•Dining Room E.

Applications
Applications for Student
Teaching for the fall semester,
1976, are now available in
Combs 201. The last day to
apply for fall semester student
leaching will be Friday,
February 6, 1976

j Secretary needed
A position as administrative
secretary is available on
campus Requirements include
excellent typing, and degree
and shorthand are preferred.
Interested employees inquire
at the Office of Personnel
;Services. Administration
Huilding, phone 2466
Affirmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer.
•

IVCF
Inler-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet tonight al
7:00 in the Wallace Building
Speaker Victor Hamilton, Irom
Wilmore. will be presenting a
Bible exposition on John 15
Everybody is invited to attend
Meet at the Wallace
Huilding, where a lurther notice
about the meeting room will be
given.

Women s
Interdorm
Women's Interdorm will
sponsor Bingo Monday night
il9lhi at 7 30 in the Powell
Building Grill. Cost is 5 cents a

What's news?
Send news about EKU
projects, programs, and other
activities, for possible release
to press, radio and TV, to News
Editor, 3rd Floor, Jones Bldg
iphone 2301)

Women's Chorale (225E- no
audition).
One-half credit is available
for each and all are open to both
music and non-music majors.
Graduate students may register
at the 600 level
Interested students are invited to contact Dr Wehr in
Foster 308. or phone 4843 or 6238120
Chamber Singers - 4:30 p.m.
Monday
University Singers - 2:15 <6th
period) MW every F
Concert Choir - 2:15 (6th
period) TT
Women's Chorale - 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday

BSU
Choir practice will be tonight
at 6:30. Encounter at 6:30 p m.
Tuesday will feature Rick
Toomay from Central Baptist
Church in Winchester. Lunchencounter is Wednesday at
1145 a.m.
The Baptist Student Union
will sponsor a coffeehouse
Friday night (15th) at 8:00.
Refreshments
and
entertainment will be provided.
Admission is 25 cents
All interested persons are
invited to participate in these
activities, all of which are held
at the Baptist Student Center,
except Lunch-encounter, which
is held in a Powell Cafeteria
dining room.

Kappa Week
Kappa Week will be Feb 1621. This year will feature the
annual Crimson and Cream
Ball.
Look for further information upcoming.

Journalists
The Society for Collegiate
Journalists will meet at 4:30
p.m today in Conference Room
A of the Powell Building.

LEN
The Association of Law
Enforcement will be holding its
spring membership drive in the
Kennamer Room. Powell, al
4:45 p.m. today. All law enforcement students are urged to
attend.
Initiation fees and dues will
be collected. All jackets may be
ordered at this time. Refreshments will be served.
If you are unable to attend,
please call Perry at 623-0486 or
Judy at 2071.

CRISIS
Have a problem? Need an
answer? Just want to talk?

Call CRISIS at 2241 and talk
with a trained volunteer

Lost and Found
Lost or found items may be
claimed or turned in at the
information desk in the Powell
Building Found items should
be turned in at the desk and
persons missing items maycheck there to claim their lost
articles.

WOS clinic
WOS will sponsor a basketball
officiating clinic for anyone
interested in learning to officiate basketball. Clinic dates
are today, Tuesday i20th), and
next Thursday (22nd). A different aspect of officiating
basketball will be covered each
night

Men's Interdorm
Men's Interdorm will meet
Wednesday (21st) from 4:455:45 p.m in a Powell Building
conference room. Meet at the
Powell information desk lo get
the exact location of the
meeting.
All members are
urged lo attend.

Newman Center and the Wesley
Foundation will co-sponsor a
service with the theme "We Will
Be Like HIM This sen Ice will
begin a Week of Prayer lor
Christian Unity.
Everybody is invited lo attend
this service, and the Bible
studies.

Psi Chi
Psi Chi, the Psychology Club,
is having a membership drive.
All
psychology majors and
minors who have completed
eight hours in psychology this
semester, are enrolled in two
more (or have completed 10).
and have at least a 2.7 overall
GPA, are eligible for membership in Psi Chi National
Honorary Society.
If interested, contact Dr.
Hindman, Psyc. Dept. (5035),
by the end of the semester.

Kappa Delta Pi
KDP will have a business
meeting at 4:30 p.m. Thursday
22nd ■ in Combs 218.
All
members are needed and are
urged to attend this important
meeting to plan new member
selections and activities.

/

Recent lack of attendance
necessitates participation al
this meeting.

Typing
Phi Beta Lambda, the
business fraternity will type
personal resumes for $1.50 for
one copy or 12 50 for 20 printed
copies.
Interested students
bring typed draft to Combs 319.

Seniors
Anyone interested in taking
the volleyball Practical contact
Dr. Polvino.

Analysis
of
Complex
Organizations, during the
spring semester.
Specific
complex
organizations such as hospitals,
universities, the military,
prisons, NASA, labor unions, an
aircraft
manufacturer, etc..

will be studied. The approach
will be interdisciplinary.
For further information,
contact Dr. Robert Landrum,
Dept. of Business. Combs Bldg.,
or call 3336. Class will be "O"
Section meeting 2nd hour (9:1510:15) TTF in Combs 217.

Campus Movie

the Longest Yard
January 14-17

Wad. thru Fri.

Lutherans
The
Lutheran
Student
Community will hold a worship
service Sunday (18th) at 7 p.m.
A Bible study will be sponsored
Monday 119th) at 7 p.m.
All students are invited to
these activities, both of which
will be held in Conference Room
E of the Powell Building.

MGT 620
EKU faculty and staff
members, especially those
serving in administrative roles,
are invited to matriculate or to
audit MGT 620. Administrative

Childien Untlei 12

bOt

Adults

IV

RICHMOND DRIVE IN

ALE
The Association of Law
Enforcemnl Criminal Justice
Career Seminar Committee will
meet Wednesday night (21st) at
6:00 in Conference Room B.
Powell. This meeting is very
important If anyone is unable
to attend, please contact Dave
Wheeler at 4513 berore the
meeting.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 7:15 P.M.

Camp Placement
Camp Placement Day will be
held Thursday, Feb. 5, for
students interested in working
with summer camps. Students
may talk with camp directors
from four states representing
therapeutic camps, youth
agency camps (e.g., Boy
Scouts), public agency camps
(e.g. YMCA, YWCA), and
church groups
Everybody is welcome to
attend this seminar, which is
free of charge. It will be held in
the Keen Johnson Building, 2nd
floor, from 9 a.m.-noon and
from 1:30-4:00 p.m.

Newman Center
Tonight at 6:30, the Newman
Center will sponsor the Bible
study
"Encounters
With
durst" Tuesday night at 6:30
will be the Bible study "Catholic
Belief and Practice".
At 7 p.m. Sunday 118lh>, in the
Meditation
Chapel,
the

Placement
Now is the time to sign up for
Placement Service
Pick up
your credential forms in the
Placement Office. 3rd Floor.
Jones.

NOW OPEN!
Restaurant - Discotheque

Wrestling
Wrestling weigh in is Jan 2223 Submit entries to Begley 203
or call 5435

Choral
f
Interviews are now being
scheduled to enable additional
singers to participate second
semester in the Concert Choir
(MUS 225T>. chamber Singers
(MUS
205X).
University
Singers (MUS 226GXI. and

%^1
Chililien Unitei 12

135 E. Main

50»

Adults

/1

BUCCANEER DRIVE IN THEATRE
3 Miles North Of Richmond

NOW SHOWING (ADULTS ONLY)

HELD OVER!
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Mahogany-the woman every woman warts tobeand every man wants to have
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Colonels enter thick of OVC action with road trip
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Spsrts Editor

Ml
By RON VOLMERING

aunwriur

Tte hassetball Coloneli hit
tli* road again for two upcoming OVC conteaU, Saturday
againat Murray and Monday at
Auatin Peay. Hopefully, the
team will be as succeasful on
the road aa they ware over the
holiday!, when they emerged
with three win* again! one
haa.
The Racen faced the
Govemon Monday night with
Austin Peay coming out on top,
74-70. Murray'! record ii J-7,
while the Peay (tandi 10-2. The
Colonel! are preaenUy tied with
APSU, Western and Tennessee
Tech In the league standings
with a l-o record in the OVC.
After losing four in a row, the
Colonels have come on to win
four of their last six contest!
The team has held its opponents

below 70 points six times and
have only allowed above SO
twice.
"We believe we've proven
we're a good defensive
ballclub." said Coach Bob

Heading the Racer squad is
All-OVC
forward
Jesse
William!
He averaged 20 8
points and 0.4 rebounds per
game last season. Williams
contributed 20 points in the

The Eastern Progress

Mulcahy. "We've played some
fine non-eonference competition
this season and haven't been
blown out yet."
Seeking to break the series
tied at 3t-M, the Colonels will
face the Racers, their partners
in the OVC cellar last season.
(Both finished in seventh
place.) Murray went 2-11 in
conference action last year.

Austin Peay clash.
He is
backed up by Grover Woolard
who averaged 16.8 points in
1075 Woolard lead the Racers
with 21 points Monday night.
Another standout on the
Murray side is Victor Jordan,
who's outstanding defensive
play limited APSU's Sam
Drummer to six points in the
first half Monday. Drummer

has been described by some as
•the next Fly Williams."
The pre-season choice for
conference champions, Austin
Peay coach Lake Kelly banks
on experience and momentum
to improve on last year's team,
including All-OVC guard
Charlie Fishback.
Fishback
averaged 18.9 points per game
in '78, and lead the team in
assists with 111.
Fishback
contributed 19 Monday night,
including some free-throws late
in the game to seal their victory.
Also returning are sophomore
guard Norman Jackson, junior
center Ralph Garner, and
sophomore forward Otis
Howard. But the most pleasant
surprise has been the performance of freshman Sam
Drummer.

Win for
women
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Editor

New Colonel Danny Fugate, a transfer from
Virginia Tech, exhibits his dribbling ability in
last week's Morehead thriller. Scoring ten

points in the home contest, Fugate helped
spark the team to a 0340 victory.

Stronger gymnastic squad
optimistic for new season
BY MARLA RIDENOt'R
Sparta Edtter
If one hears pounding, grunts,
»nd thuds from the direction of
the Begley building, it's not a
herd of cattle, it's the men's
gymnastics team preparing for
their upcoming meet tomorrow
againat David Lipscomb.
Ttus meet is the first of two of
the team's home contests this
Reason. According to coach
Jerry Calkin, "David Lipscomb
has
boon
fairly
weak
traditionally, but we don't know
anything about them this
season We will just try lo be
the strongest team on the
floor."
Things look a little brighter
for the squad this season, since
five lettormoo return. "This is
the first year we've had any
depth on the team," Calkin said,
"because in the '75 season we

only had six on the roster. The and sophomore Pat Bowles
ten this year is much more from Louisville.
"This squad is definitely
encouraging, and we feel more
confident and experienced this stronger than laat year, which
will be Important further
season."
along," Calkin said.
"How
One of the team's problems much stronger depends on when
came laat week when we gel Webber back."
sophomore Tony Webber broke
In the near future the men
his finger. "He will be out at must face Ball State, Miami,
least four weeks, and possibly and David Lipscomb, all on the
all season,'' Calkin com- road. They will not have a meet
mented.
at Eastern again until February
The team's number one all- 21.
around gymnast is Billy
Meets consist of competition
SherrtU, a junior from Ft. in six events, floor exercise,
Walton Beach, Fla. who is side horse, still rings, vaulting,
serving as team captain.
parallel bar, and horizontal bar.
Sherill suffered a knee injury
All of these events are part of
laat year which caused Mm to Olympic competition.
miss most of the season. "He is
The team enters three men in
in pretty good shape now," each event, and two men can
Calkin said.
compete in one or more.
Other contenders for allFriday's home meet will be
around positions are Junior held at 7:00 p.m. in Alumni
Brian Morrett from Try, Ohio, Coliseum.
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Coming off two impressive
wins against Western end
Morehead,
the women's
basketball team faces the
University of Cincinnati this
Saturday in it's first home
contest in Weaver Gym at 4:00
p.m.
Gunning for an upset,
Western had the homecourt
advantage, a 4-0 record, and
three eager freshmen.
However the Colonels had
freshmen Emma Salisbury and
Peggy Gay who were ready for
the challenge.
Gay, a guard from Buckhorn,
Ky. hit on seven of 18 shots for
16 points. Salisbury had leas
luck, but hit on seven of 28 tries
for 16 points.
Most of
Salisbury's shots were from
beyond the 20-foot range.
Coach Shirley Duncan
. emarked, "This being the first
game the students were very
tight. We started two freshmen
and two transfer players and
their inexperience showed.
Unless I'm dreaming, we're a
far better outside shooting
team." The Colonels hit only 21
per cent from the field.
Western shut off senior center
Bernie Kok.
"Beraie was
completely frustrated inside,"
said Duncan. "Every time she
got the ball they double- or
triple-teamed her."
Another problem the team
faced was with their defensive
play. "I'm not satisfied with
our man-to-man at all," the
coach said. "We had problems
when Western screened off the
ball. A major point we'll emphasize this week is helping one
another out."
Eastern's starting five
consisted of Salisbury and Gay
at guards, Gail Freshwater and
Cindy Lundberg at forwards,
and Kok at center. "I'm most
impressed with the team's
depth, our girls who came off
the bench all scored but one,"
Duncan said.
In
Wednesday
night's
Morehead game, Eastern was
victorious 83-00. The Colonels
were paced by Gay's 23 points:
Salksbury contributed It, and
Lundberg added 12.
The ten player traveling limit
did not hamper the team too
much,- for all ten players
scored,
which
Duncan
described as a "definite
strength."

Are you frightened
by the idea of earning
as much money as a
man? If not. Fidelity
Union Life may be just
what you're looking for.
As a Fidelity Union
Life Field Associate,
there are no salary
limitations, no
boundaries but
your own.
Address inquiries to:
■OB ROBERTS

THRU 21 Jan. »125*

•VII II IMUTV LINE!

THE STEREO STORE
294 South Second St. (next to Wallace's)
Richmond. Ky.

cats started the game cold; both
teams scored only eight points
after nearly six minutes of
somewhat sloppy ball-playing
It was no wonder, since EKU
was playing at Armory
Fieldhouse, where the 15th
ranked Cats had won 41 itraight
games.
But as the game
developed, the Colonels put the
7,850 fans out of their minds as
well as giving UC coach Gale
(alien a run for his money.
Coach Mulcany labeled
Eastern's first half "awful." It
didn't seem that bad however.
Sure — Eastern shot a dismal 38
per cent from the floor and
committed 12 turnovers, but
they stopped UC's wide-open
game —most of the time.
The second half remained
close through the first ten
minutes, as both teams more or
less exchanged baskets. The
Bearcat fans, becoming a little
nervous about the "unknown

Colonels" Haying close, helped
push the UC lesd to twenty
point! at 60-40 at the 0:28 mark.
The Colonels could hsve
folded then and there as so
many of Cincinnati's opponent!
have done this season — but
they kept fighting.
They
possibly might have managed a
tremendous come-from behind
win if Artis for UC had not
pulled off three buckets at the
5:41. 2:50. and 1:04 marks.
Second half stats verify the
point. Eastern outscored the
hosts 26-32 and forced the Cats
into 13 turnovers.
Mulcahy
figured Eastern's poor play
might have rubbed off on UC in
the second half

Carl Brown continues his
quest to be EKU's all-time
leading scorer, after scoring
another 18 against Cincinnati
Howard Brown played an
impressive game coming off the
bench, collecting a game high
nine rebounds for EKU and
hitting for ten points "Brown
may start Saturday," Mulcahy
speculated.
Mike Oliver is still a question
mark for EKU coaches, labeled
with a clean bill of health,
Oliver hit on only 1 of his 6 attempta with UC. Jimmy Segar
also had an oil nignt against the
Bearcats, connecting on Just 3
of 15 shots from the field.

RESTAURANT
Eastern BypassBehind Marathon

io% on
ALL RKOOOfBALL
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Shopping Center

THE PARTY'S
OVER.

Can you cope
with the fear
of success?

Technic* At HE Cartridge
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Coach Lake Kelly commented
on Drummer, "If they constructed s sign advertising the
Sam Drummer Show, it would
have to huge to include all the
things that have been written
about Sam. He's an outstanding
talent."
The Colonels will have to stop
Drummer like the Racers did in
order to see any success against
the Govs.
The Colonels are coming off
73-88 loss to the Cincinnati
Bearcats Saturday night. "Our
downfall against UC was the
stretch in the first half when we
began hurrying our offense and
taking some shots that should
not have been taken," Mulcahy
said.
Since EKU fans were more
than outnumbered at Cincinnati's Armory Fieldhouse,
their only hope was to cheer for
anupset.
The Colonels and the Bear-

Jim

EpKano

Steve Dowd
Ron Owecis
Bob Lynch
Phil

Fic^ity
Union Life

All too often, when the party
ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their way
to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party, make
sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because theydrank only beer or wine. Beer and
wine can be just as intoxicating as
mixed drinks.
And don't kid yourself
because they may have had some
black coffee. Black coffee can't
sober them up well enough to drive.

If someone gets too drunk to
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a
cab. Or offer to let him sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't be
feeling so good on the morning after,
but you're going to feel terrific.

I
I
I
'

DRUNK DRIVER. DEPT. Y
BOX 2345
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 21)852
I want to keep my friends alive
for the next party.
Tell me what else I can do.

B I

I Mv name in
Aiklm*

t2*J
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. g$

r
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DISCOVER YOURSELF
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. In Eastern's Greek System

Sororities

*=
. Schoknhip i> MM of lilt moil important aipecti of
tororlty Ilia Our member! develop good ttudy habttt
iireueh Big Siit.r-Liltk Sister ttudy •..mi itudy
belli, tutoring program!, and uting reference Ilk*.
Sorority lcholanhip pro|r.ml dtHtlOp th. proper
attitud. toward kerning and nek mambart maka th.
If achievement in th. classroom.
Th. ovoraN sorority frado pent avaraga Is con
skkntty above that of tha all wom.n'i a v. rag. at
Eaitern
by tmphaiiling scholarship and social
adjustment, ovr Oro.li slsfors excel In tha acadomk

m,

So much of tha col kg. experience Is sharing:
sharing idaat, sharing concarm, sharing fun,
sharing fncndi.
Sorority mombonhlp
pionlaos a unique form of group experience
datignad otpacially far sharing. Within tha
sorority a special kind of growth takos placa
that It rarely found In any othar campus
activity—a syttam of individual! who arc
naming about th.mi.lvn through continual
intaractloni in clow friandshlp.
Much tima has boon dedicated by loyal

mombars to tha continual growth aval
development af tha tororlty system.
How
much tima dots It tak. to be a sarortty
member? A mambar obtain* benefit! from
bar tororlty In Ilia same meature sat to
willing ta glva.
Tha mar* anargy,
craativanau, loyalty and taknti tha gtvaa ta
htr Mrorlfy, tha more bar awn If. It
anrichad. An individual who aekek sararlfy
mamborship will hava a constant tpp art unity
for porsonal development.

»y participating m sorority and other campus actlvltl.i yea give of your ttm. and talont. TMs invakomont on your part contrlbutai not only to th.
siikrhoed of your cnosin sorsrlfy, bat provides you
wtfh tha tru. meaning ol MH and cansldai alien of
athars. You loam through troop experience ofkred In
tororlty rn.mb.nhip lov. and loyalty—common fo.li
and common peed, difference and lihanass. Ilttk thing!
and bbj. Loyalty and pride Ml yourself and athars Is
tastorod through sorority membership.
Joining a sorority It not only *er your col kg. yoars
but effort yaw tha bonds of lifetime friendships. Soon
r»u will havo tha opportunity ta maat tha Oraoks
• rough rulh at Eaitern Although you may not rcalii.
it, foining a sorority will be one ol the most important
skps you will tali. Tha roasera you shauht loin ara
many and vartad, and tha bontftta af mamborship art
as diverse at tha individual! who maka up tha sorority
syttam. We're looking forward ta maotlnf you at
Eastorn.

The tocltl aspect af Greek lift k emphailied In a
wlda variety af actlvltl.t at Eatt.m Kentucky
Uidvertlty. Varlout frakmtty cempehtiva .v.ntt.
service drtvat. Intramural afhktici, and fraternity
partial add to tha excitement of your coikge carter.
Each sorority has forma b, banquet!, ami reception!
during tha year k offer you an opportunity to develop
aaclal awarenen and maka now hie ad i.

Tha minimal ax p.m. of
belonging k * sorority k an
Investment that It returned to)
benefit! that last a lifetime.
Recent tktktict tkto mat
tororlty m.mb.nhlp cattt
comprise kss man 14 par cant
of one's fetal cat logo cook.

^E

The sererttkt at Eastern provide you tha top art unity
to help othen through varietal lervlc. pro|ectt
throughout the year. All el Eastern'! tarerltiea havo
nations I pMlanfhropi.sk whkh we contribute, luchai
die Hospital Ship HOPE, the Crippkd OilMrent- Home
In Virginia, me Institute el Legeoedks, tha Easkr Sea I
Sod.ty, Mwltlpk Sclerosis, anal many, many more
worthwhlk protects.
. In addition k our national philanthropies, wa par
Iclpak in local wrvlc. pro|octt—UNICEF drive,
candk sak for tha mentally r.k rded, vlilfs k nursing
asms! and the Dane. Marathon for Eplkpty—(utt ta
Not only do w. benefit others, but wa enjoy the
kahng el sharing ear time and taknti.

Peahtlknk, moaning "ah
Greek", k tha governing body
k which all sorority woman
belong.
The Panhellenic
Council Is vitally concerned
with the affairs of all chap
krt. including scholarship,
social and cultural functions,
campus spirit and loyalty,
service protects, and with
campus events in which
Creaks perticlpak as a group.
Bringing tha sororities clour
together and ttrengttnning
the Greek system it the
primary
goal
of
the
Panhalknk Council.
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ALPHA DELTA PI
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Eastern's Fraternities
HOW Do I Join A Fratmrnlty?

Social Life-

why Should I Join A Fraternity?
Fraternities recognize the fact that
social activities, when not carried to the
point of burdening the pocketbeok and
robbing study time, are necessary to a
rounded college life and are not without
cultural value.

Scholarship—

Fraternities are serious about college.
A W. S. Government study showed that
members of fraternities and sororities
had a record of 71 per cent In "persistence to graduation" as against only
50 per cent for non-members.

Leadership-—

• Fraternities provide opportunities to
develop the skills necessary to be an
effective leader. Studies show that 76
P«r cent of our nation's Senators, the
leaders of the 750 largest corporations in
America, and 71 per cent of the men
listed in "Who's Who in America" are
fraternity men.

Service—

"No man is an island unto himself"
wrote John Donne some 350 years ago.
The same statement applies with far
greater emphasis to organizations.
Fraternities are concerned with the
problems of today's society.
They
therefore participate very actively in
community service programs and
charity projects.
/

The Challenge
of Being
involved

Rush— "Rush" is the term which has
traditionally been associated with the
activities surrounding fraternity
membership recruitment. Frequently
during the year, fraternities will be
holding open nouses, smokers, or parties
which are open to all men Interested in
foining a fraternity. You should watch
campus publications and bulletin boards
for announcements of these events, and
attend as many as possible. Rush is
really just a way of making friends.
Bidding— When friendship and mutual Interest
have been established between you and
a particular fraternity, that fraternity
will offer you a "bid" or invitation to join
the fraternity.
Should you accept the Invitation to join
the fraternity, you will enter a phase of
fraternity life which Is termed
"pledging", "membership development", or something similar. This Is a
type of probationary period during
which you will learn the history and
traditions of the fraternity, will be Introduced Into the on-going actlvltes of
the organization, and will gain experience in working with others. It Is a
period during which friendships will
stabilize and you will be integrated into
the group. Once you have satisfactorily
completed this program you will be
eligible for initiation.

.Eastern's Interfraternity Council
cordially invites you at attend "An
Orientation to Fraternity Life" to be
held two nights—Monday, January lfth
and Tuesday, January 20th at 8:00 p.m.
in the Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. Come and meet men from all
of Eastern's Fraternities. Learn what
fraternities have to offer. There is no
cost or obligation.
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Men volleyballers actually a club

mania
ridenour

Bv WAYNE BOBUTT
Organizations Reporter
The men's volleyball team on
campus is actually a sports club
co-sponsored by the men's
intramural department and the
department of men's physical
education
Men's volleyball, which is not
a varsity sport, receives some
minor assistance from the
university in the purchase of
equipment that also can be used
in classes.
The university does not
supply the team with travel
expenses, however.
Wayne
Jennings, men's intramural
director, said that the members
had to pay travel expenses
themselves, although Eastern
did help in paying some entry
fees at tournaments
An open tryout for the team is
held each fall. Men receive
basic instruction in the sport,
and anybody willing to stay and
work with the team can join it.
Jennings said no cuts were
made from the team—effort
was the important thing.
Men's volleyball is not an
OVC or an SEC sport. No
collegiate conference exists in
the Richmond area.
The team participates in U.S.
Volleyball Association (USVBA) tournaments and plays
against
colleges
within

reasonable travel distance of
.Richmond.
The team goes to Louisville,
has played such schools as East
Tennessee, Ohio University,
Ohio State, and Indiana
University, and plays the
University of Tennessee often.
This year. Eastern has also
played Earlham College of
Richmond, Indiana. Jennings
said most of the team's competition is YMCA and USVBAlype teams.
In a tournament on Dec. 6,
Eastern beat Memphis Stale
and North Carolina Stae. but
lost to the University of Tennessee.
This past Saturday, Eastern
played the University of Ohio at
Athens and the University of
Tennessee at home in a trimeet Eastern beat Ohio 15-5
and 1S-7 but lost to Tennessee
15 13 and 17-15.
Jennings said of the strong
University of Tennessee rival,
"The University of Tennessee is
toe beat team in this area,
probably in all the southeast. A
couple of guys on that team
l have played in the world class
competition in Moscow."
Bill Moore, a senior from
Frankfort, is one of the team cocaptains. Jennings said he
definitely was a team leader on
and off the floor, and a big of-

fensive weapon.
"We can count on Bill tb score
points for us," Jennings said.
The other co-captin, Junior
Kevin Shipp from Versailles, is
the team's primary setter. His
job is to try to get the ball up in
the air so the spiker can hit it.
Besides Moore and Shipp,
other team starters include
Steve Estis, Larry Shepherd,
Dan Perry and Dave Ramsye
Presently the Eastern team
holds a 7-4 record. Jennings
said that YMCA teams and
others had an advantage over
the local team in that they have
played together for five or six
years and have more experience.
Jennings said thai the team,
which has been organized for
four years, is highly skilled as
far as the state of Kentucky
goes. However, he said that if
the team went to California or
another state where volleyball
is taught to boys from grade
school up, the team would be
only average.
While volleyball is not a
major men's sport in Kentucky,
it is in some other states.
Even though Eastern's team
may not collectively be as
strong as some other teams,
Jennings said, "On a head-tohead talent, EKU is probably
better off. As a team, this

For those spectators who think that winter is
the season to rest in sports, let me set things
straight. 1976 holds alot in store for fans at
Eastern. Those so called, minor" sports are
participating in major activities at the present
time.
The wrestling team, under the direction of
coach Jerry Branham faces Georgetown
College Saturday. This should be a very interesting meet, and hopefully the grapplers
will get their first win of the season. The team
has been hampered by several unlucky breaks
which dimmed their hopes of winning every
meet this season.
The wrestlers have lost four of their top ten
men, quite a setback. Of major concern is the
health of one of the team's co-captains, Dennis
Perkins. Perkins was badly injured in an
automobile accident recently and was unable
to return to school. Another wrestler, Pat
McGrath, is still in the hospital undergoing
tests for a growth which had to be removed.
The team hopes that they soon recover, and
certainly misses their presence.
The team will try to overcome these setbacks in Saturday's meet. Those who will
represent EKU are: Jeff Sole, Joe Irwin, Ted
Weingartner, Philip Shaw, Mark Watkins, cocaptain Steve Wallace, Gene Smith, Steve
Straight, and John O'Nan. Fan support is
Squad opens season Saturday
crucial to their success.
Several other outstanding contests will be
held here this weekend. The men's gymnastics team opens their regular season
tomorrow against David Lipscomb. Although
the vaulting
Chrietzberg.
"The five parallel bars,
their competition will not be as tough as in
By SUSAN BECKER
I Kentucky I state teams are the hone, floor exercises, and the
Staff Writer
future meets, the team will not be at home
The school
The women's gymnastics toughest competition. The balance beam.
again until Feb. 21, and this will be an exenters six participants in each
team will officially open their University of Louisville has one event. The three highest scores
cellent chance to see the team in action.
season with a home match of the beat teams, and the
One the women's side, the gymnasts face
against Western Carolina University of Kentucky won the are added to the teams total. A
score of 10 is perfect, but scores
University next Saturday, at 11 regional last year."
face West Carolina Saturday at 11 a.m. in
usually run from 5 to 7 points.
There
are
nine
gymnasts
on
a.m.,
in
Weaver
Gym.
Weaver. After two opening season victories,
The girls defeated Morehead the team this year, five of which Thus, a score of 120 points is
the women's basketball team will host the
in a preseason match, but can compete in all events. "The possible, and anywhere from 80
University of Cincinnati at 11 a.m. Saturday in
Coach Agnes Chrietzberg ex- others all have the capabilities points up is considered good.
The girls work out their own
Weaver. Several outstanding starters return,
plained that Morehead is Just to be all around gymnasts,"
building their team, and the said Chrietzberg, "but they routine, and the coaches Job is
as well as many good freshmen.
match wasn't as tough as many specialized in high school, and it to help them with the "difSo for those of you who may be less than
of the scheduled season mat- lakes time to learn a new ficulties" that will help them
enthusiastic about basketball, there are still
score best. (Seven difficulties
event."
ches will be.
chances for you to support some outstanding,
There are four events the are required for each routine,
"Gymnastics in this area is
yet overlooked, sports at Eastern. Who
still young," commented Coach girls participate in: uneven and, as the name implies.
knows, perhaps if they had your support, they
would not be considered 'minor" at all.
Women challenge men as sports standouts
Finally, I would like to make a plea to all
sports-concerned individuals, whethejr.,„,;„,! Mails]
players, coaches, or fans. The Progress is
always concerned about activities in the
athletic area, and would always welcome any
news tips. Just call the newspaper office at
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Athletics for Women barred member of her school's track
3106 or stop by anytime.
team, a Connecticut Superior

Tlr.d of the) tarn* Old
Fast Pood?
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betters us offensively and
defensively."
The next game the team will
participate in is the Smoky
Mountains Invitational Tournament at the University of
Tennessee on Jan. 24th.
Memphis State w* probably
participate there, as will
several YMCA teams from
Tennessee.
On Saturday. Feb. 7, Eastern
will sponsor its own invitational
tournament, with as many as It
teams possibly taking part.
Another function of the team
is to publicize the sport of
volleyball. The volleyball club
gives demonstrations and
clinics in public schools around
the state.
The team has been to Eastern
Hills Junior High School in
Cincinnati and will be going to
Cincinnati's Turpin Hills Middle
School and to the T.K. Stone
Middle School in Elizabethtown
Giving his overall view and
feelings about the direction the
team is going in, Jennings
commented:
"The objective of a sports
club team is to give an opportunity to develop skills and
to participate. We are getting
better skillwise and are given
several opportunities to compete so we are meeting both of
our objecUves."

■II MILL AVI.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS!

Girl's gymnastic team swings into action

K

Bowlers still in
Ohio league race
Dayton, Cincinnati, and Xavier
University. This week could
make or break the whole
season.
At Central Slate, the Colonels
took two out of three games
from Miami of Ohio, winning
the last two after dropping
game one by 18 pins. No one
bowled well for Eastern in the
first game, but Ron Volmering
rolled a 221 to pace the team in
the second game while Jeff
Parks tossed a 199 to lead the
team in game three.
Here are the conference
standings going into next weeks
action.
14
Univ. of Cincinnati ,
"'
University of Dayton
Ohio State Univ.
Eastern Kentucky Univ.
9-12
Miami University
6-15
Wittenberg Univ.
5-13
Xavier University
5 16
Central State

BY RON VOLMERING
SUff Writer
The crashing of pins and the
pressure of a tight race
returned last week for
Eastern's bowling team, as
action resumed in the Ohio
Intercollegiate bowling conference. Last weeks play at
Central Stale marked the hallway point in the league
schedule.
Everything was not rosey for
EKU's Keglers last week
though, as lane conditions at the
small Ohio school were lets
than encouraging By the days
finiah, no fewer than three of
Eastern's bowling balls had
been damaged
Besides the
three balls the Colonels lost,
Miami University lost one to
damages, too.
Damages
totaled $177. Other than this
and wailing forever for (he ball
to return, Eastern stayed in
contention lor a run at the
conference championship.
Since only three of the six
games scheduled were bowled
at Central, nine games will be
rolled at Willenberg University
this Saturday. Eastern's opponents will be the University of

For anyone still interested in
Joining the club, the next
meeting will be Tuesday night,
January 20. at 845 in the
bowling lanes at the Powell
Building. The team will also
bowl at 8 PM.

difficulties are movements
which are hard to execute
gracefully.)
The team has been working
since September to prepare for
the season, and many of the
girls have been participating in
gymnastics for seven to ten
years.
This years team consists of
senior Margaret Bausch, Junior
Charlotte Martin, sophomores
Kelly Brogan, Taryn Wells,
Sherry Robertson, Beth Miles,
and freshmen Lee Ann Mar
tindale, Janet Herr, and Mary
Wilkerson
Gail Phillips is
assistant coach.

Who says women are the weaker sex/

Sparta Editor
"Americans value athletics
because they are competitive, *
says Dr. David Auxter, of
Slippery Rock State College in
Pennsylvania. "That ia, they
teach that achievement and
success are desirable, that they
are worth disciplining oneself
for. By keeping girls out of
sports, we have denied them
this educational experience.
Our male dominated society
prefers females to be physically
and psychologically dependent.
Denying them atheltic opportunities has been a good way
of molding girls into the kind of
human beings we want them to
be. Better athletic programs
will develop more-aggressive
females, women with confidence who value personal
achievement and have a strong
sense of identity."
For too long women have
been discriminated against in
sports Only with the passage of
Title IX have women been given
the chance they deserve.
Traditional male chauvinist
attitudes ingrained in us that
women weren't supposed to
have confidence, strive for
achievement, much less have
any identity, other than as
man's personal servant.
Aa many as 50,000 men a year
earn a college education by
holding an athletic scholarship,
while fewer than 50 women do
so. said the January, 1874 issue
of Redbook
Until 1873. the.
Association for Intercollegiate

females who held scholarships
from participating in its events
because it thought athletic

"ientar-yj
scholarships had a bad influence on college sports.
Susan Edmiston, in the
Redbook article, said "my
stereotyped attitudes towards
sports were dominated by fear.
I was afraid of getting hurt. I
was afraid of bulging muscles.
I was afraid of losing. But, I
was also afraid of beating a
member of the male sex."
In 1873 the Mission Conference, a league of California
Junior colleges, agreed that
women could compete against
men in basketball. In one game
San Bernadino Valley College
was leading San Diego City
College 114 to (5. With three
minutes and 12 seconds to play,
the San Bernadino coach sent in
a woman, Sue Palmer. The San
Diego City coach called time
and asked his team, "Do you
want to be humiliated any
further by playing against a
girl?" The men walked off the
cmirt
In a decision involving the
right of a high school girl to be

Court judge in New Haven
made the following statement:
"It could well be that many
boys would feel compelled to
forgo entering track events if
they were required to compete
with girls on their own teams or
adversary teams: With boys
vying with girls ... the
challenge to win, and the glory
of achievement, would become
nullified Athletic competition
builds character in our boys.
We do. not need that kind of
character in our girls."
According to the Redbook
article, in New York's Surfolk
County high schools, a boy's
basketball coach earns 11,420 a
year. A girl's coach with the
same experience gets $330. In
the entire states of Utah and
Nevada there are no interscholastic sports for girls at
all
Of
course,
women's
professional football teams
have formed in eleven cities,
according to the Nov. 1873 issue
of Ebony. One superstar, Linda
Jefferson of the Toldeo
Troopers compiled 1,388 yards
rushing in 83 carries for a 16.7
yard average, had 184 total
points, including 32 TD's,
But despite the efforts of

$

Linda Jefferson, Billie Jean
King, and others, women have a
long way to go to crack the long
existing barriers. But men,
look out, with many more
women
participating
in
athletics, women are sure to
strive for further achievement.

If you've got it, prove it. If you want
it, work for it. If you think you're a
leader, show us. That's what we ask
and expect of every college man
who enters our Platoon Leaders
Class commissioning program. PLC
.. .with ground, air and law options^
summer training, and the chance for
up to $2,700 in financial assistance.
But to make our team.. .you have to
meet our challenge.
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Vescio says it's "a good record"

Student defaults
show low rate
By UK'IS WILL
Staff Writer
A six per cent rale of delinquency on
outstanding student loans here has
accumulated since Ihe founding of the
National Direct Student Loan program in
1958. according to Herbert Vescio,
director of Student Financial Assistance.
Vescio calls that rate of default a "good
(record) in lending circles."
William Adams, who heads the
University's Loan Collection Office,
pointed out that student loans require no
credit reference or collateral. "We try to
appeal to their sense of fair play," he
ssid.

The N.D.S.L. program began in many
universities over the nation partly due to
the increased educational demands
brought on by the start of the space race
in the late 1950 s

Adams estimated that 87 per cent of the
students that received financial aid
through loans repay their loans "without
ever defaulting or being late on
payments." He added that the program
will have some degree of default due to
the lack of collateral.
When a student defaults (stops
payment) on a loan, it becomes the duty
of the University to "play detective" and
trace down the debting party for
repayment of the entire balance of the
loan, Adams said.
Adams said that Ihe University cannot
write off a defaulted loan because the
collections on outstanding loans are used
to finance future loans "So the student
who defaults works a disservice on other
students seeking loans," Adams said.
Adams indicated that in the past his
office has turned accounts over to

The program is designed to loan
students money based upon their
potential for repayment and individual
needs. There is a three per cent interest'
rate which Adams modestly adds
"cannot be found in many, if any,
banks."
Vescio said that the University
presently has a total loan capacity of 1.1
million dollars. That figure represents
the chunk of money received from
student debts, a federal capital contribution, and a contribution from the
University matching one ninth of the
federal capital contribution.
Vescio said that there is a higher rate
of default on a separate plan that permits
students to receive loans from a bank. If
the student should default, the federal
government reimburses the bank and
becomes the creditor of the student.

collection agencies. "We prefer not to
turn over accounts to lawyers or
collection agencies and that will only be
considered after all other attempts to
receive payment have failed," he said.
Loans maintain the status of outstanding here so long as they remain
unpaid. So Adams said that his office is
still trying to collect on loans made
"years ago."

Thinking sweet

A sweet tooth knows no seasons so Thelma Newsom, freshman Nursing major from Virgie, Ky., ponders her pick of
the candy in the University Store. Candy, cards, knick-

knacks, and T-shirts are sold at the bookstore in addition to
books.

Best defined by example

Assertiveness talks
aid decision making
By WILMA REED
Feature Editor
You're standing in line to pay your
fees. It's such a long line and you've been
there 45 minutes. A person you have had
in some classes walks up and wants in
line in front of you.
You stare in amazement! 45 minutes
of waiting1 and someone wants in front of
you!
There is a long line of people who have
been waiting as long as you have. Is it
fair to them if someone jumps line?
It's up to you. Do you say yes and feel
guilty and mad at yourself for helping
someone break line?
Do you say no, make your acquaintance mad. but make yourself feel good
inside because you were honest?
Assertiveness training can help you
deal with these situations and similar
ones according *o Kelly Stanfield.
director of women's programs.
"Assertiveness training can best be
defined by example," said Stanfield
rather than by dictionary-type definition.
Stanfield suggested other situations:
You lake your car to a garage for some
minor work. When you go to pick it up a
lot of unauthorized repairs have been
done which they expect you to pay for.
Are you intimidated by the mechanics?
What do you do?
You have a big test and have settled in
for a night of studying Your roommate
comes in with some friends and they are
talking and playing the stereo.
What do you do? You really do not
want to go the library After all, it is your
room. But it is your roommate's room,
loo.
Pal Bryant, Kathi Rogers. Sandy Fee,
women's dorm directors, and Kelly
Stanfield will present two informative
sessions on assertiveness training
Tuesday in the Jaggers room.
The sessions are scheduled for 4:00 5:30 and 7:00 8 30
When asked why Ihe sessions were
being presented. Stanfield said,
"Assertiveness training has a lot to offer
to people as individuals."
"Assertiveness training is quite often
misunderstood. It is not Just for women

or women's liberation followers," she
said. "Both sexes can use it effectively."
The idea of bringing assertiveness
training to students here began this
summer. Stanfield attended a session
conducted at Shakertown by Dr. Joan
Pearlman, author of The New Assertive
Woman.
The idea grew and a movie was made
for use in sessions here. The script was
written by Stanfield, Bryant, Rogers, and
Fee after consulting other Assertiveness .
training books.
Students from SHE, drama students
and radio-television students made their
contributions
"We really had cooperation in every
phase," noted Stanfield.
The movie consists of a series of
situations such as the ones described in
this article. There is time between each
situation for discussion.
The movie is available to all instructors who might wish to incorporate
it into the classroom.
"We do not propose answers to the
conflicts," said Stanfield, "we just make .
each person more aware of the problems
and discuss possible ways of dealing with
them."
Many times each week a person is
faced with situations that cause a conflict
in his own mind, especially if he does not
deal with it honestly said Stanfield
"Assertiveness training, helps you
define the problem, decide how big the
problem really is to you, and show you
the steps to weigh your decision of
whether or not to act assertively,"
Stanfield said
"Assertiveness is a direct and honest
communication of feeling. You can learn
to calculate the risks of being assertive
and handle each situation to your own
satisfaction," Stanfield said.
"We simply give you one of many
alternatives in solving problems," she
said.
Stanfield sais she would like to have
about 25 students in each session "And if
the interest is shown, we'll plan more
sessions, perhaps deeper sessions than
these first informative ones," she added.

Excellence in teaching
(Continued Irom page one)
being exposed to all classifications of
students.
LeVan said freshmen and sophomores
make up more than half of the student
community. For this reason, student
classification is required on the
nominating ballots, and the screening
committee is necessary. When the print
out of the nominations is made, the
committee will consider the names on the
latter section of the list which is simply
cut in half on the faculty and alumni list.
Names of upperdivision professors on
this second half, thai normally would not
be submitted to the five-person committee for final selection, will probably
be added to the list of nominations if he or
she has a high rating among upperclassmen.
LeVan explained that names on the top
half of the list would not be cut regardless
of the student j classification. Accor-

/..

dingly, the student nominating list will be
longer than the other lists.
Advocating the above procedure,
LeVan said, "A professor who taught no
one but Juniors and seniors would have a
smaller nominating field than a
professor who taught many more freshmen and sophomores. For fairness we
have to know student's classification."
The "Excellence in Teaching Award"
will become an annual event after this
year if it goes off well, said LeVan. The
professors will be given a plaque made
by Dr. Clyde Craft's class In Industrial
Technology
When asked if she thought the award
could affect possible promotions, LeVan
said. "It would be totally impossible for
the University administration to ignore
the final score."
Student voting will be in the Powell
Building,from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the
previously mentioned dates. Validated
ID. cards are necessary to vote.
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